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Youth Engineering Solutions (YES) (Resource Exchange) 
YouthEngineeringSolutions.org 

 
Youth Engineering Solutions (YES) features high-quality, equity-oriented, research-based and 
classroom-tested curricular resources for K-8 engineering. YES has developed three curricula: 
 

 

 
 
All YES units engage youth in real-world engineering problems. 
An equity-oriented approach to learning grounds YES. As youth 
engage in socially engaged engineering design challenges, they 
draw upon their communities and cultures, consider who is 
impacted by problems, and reflect upon the implications of their 
solutions. Youth develop facility with engineering practices as 
they use an engineering design process to generate and iterate 
original solutions. Scientific concepts, computational thinking, and 
asset-based approaches strengthen design ideas and solutions. By 
engaging in meaningful engineering activity, youth develop 

engineering identities. 
 

YES units consist of approximately nine, 45-
minutes lessons that scaffold students through an 

age-appropriate engineering design process. 
Units are aligned with NGSS and state science 
standards. Embedded language scaffolds 
provide opportunities for students, including 

English learners, who are developing language 
proficiency to interact with curricular materials, 

demonstrate their understandings and 
communicate their ideas. 

Current units include: 
YES Elementary  YES Middle School  YES Out of School 

Engineering Sun Hats   Engineering Medicine Coolers  Engineering Sails 
Engineering Nightlights   Engineering Eco-friendly Slippers  Engineering Bandages 
Engineering Pumpkin Pollinators  Engineering Landing Pads  Engineering Sock Assistive Devices 
Engineering Magnetic Dog Doors  Engineering Vision Extenders  Engineering Rescue Shuttles  
Engineering Safety Vests  TBD   
Engineering Plastic Filters  TBD   

Units will be available for FREE download when completed. Sign up here to be notified:  
 
 
YES Elementary           YES Middle School        YES Out of School  

 

YES Elementary  
Engineering Design Process 

YES Middle School 
Engineering Design Process 



YES Resources 
A suite of resources, design to support learning and instruction accompany each YES unit. These 
are available in print and digital form and include:  
Teacher Guide: Contains eight to ten, 45-minute lessons  
Context-Setting Narrative: Introduces the engineering problem 

students will solve.  
(K–2) A story is read aloud and its illustrations projected.  
(K–2 OS) A dynamic poster introduces the activity’s focus. 
(3–5) Comics preview the engineering work students will do.  
(6–8) Videos situate the problem in a real-world context. 

 
 

 
Engineering Notebook: Records students’ observations, sketches, plans, 

and reflections.  
Print Materials: Include print materials for group activities such as cards 

or signs.  
Slides: Facilitate classroom projection of guiding questions, discussion 

prompts, sentence frames, and images.  
Vocabulary Cards: Introduce new vocabulary through visual cards that 

can be posted on an engineering vocabulary wall.  
Assessment Tools: Include opportunities and rubrics to evaluate students’ engineering growth.  
Family Resources: Spur conversations about engineering at home and 

connect students’ learning to their communities.  
Optional Lessons: Provide either additional background that prepares 

students for success in an engineering lesson or deeper 
explorations of related STEM topics. 

Materials Kits: Include the hands-on materials that youth use to design 
their solutions 

Computational Thinking Modules: YES Middle School units are accompanied by two 
computational thinking modules 
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